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Summer report - 2021

The ‘Right Time’ to Consummate a Deal
It’s often said that the one constant in life is change. That’s true for most things, but 
I would argue that is not always true of certain aspects of the grape market. In my 
25 years of winegrape marketing, I have certainly noticed some patterns – things 
that don’t necessarily change much from year to year. Interestingly, one of the major 
patterns I have observed is grape buying/selling early in the year is often followed by 
a “quiet” market during the growing season.

Yes, in most years, grape buyers come out and source fruit during the first three 
months of the year. Normally they have wine programs that they know they need 
to source for, as well as expiring grape contracts that need to be renewed (or grapes 
replaced). So, it’s common for us to be busy selling grapes up until budbreak, and 
then experience a lull in the market throughout the spring (and sometimes summer), 
as buyers and growers both evaluate crop size before transacting further, at or before 
harvest.

Normally, we are happy to take advantage of the buying activity and opportunities 
that present themselves during the first quarter of the year. And, admittedly, I have 
scoffed at growers that insist the market will only improve throughout the growing 
season, if the buyers are actively buying early in the year. We’ve seen growers 
hold out on early sales opportunities only to regret that decision later when buying 
activity weakens or stops altogether.

But this year is a year where “those” growers were right. There has been no lapse 
in demand from the time that buyers started buying, following last harvest. This is 
one of those years where change is evident. Regardless of the level of strength in the 
market during the first few months of the year, it has strengthened since then. The 
coastal markets have been relatively weaker than the interior region markets, but 
both are stronger today than they were at any time during this past year.

Any grower who “held out” for higher prices, particularly in the interior regions, 
most likely experienced benefit from that action. Harvest started in earnest by 
the middle of August, and we are now seeing that most everything coming in is 
lighter than expected. Assuming the trend of lighter yields continues as we get into 
harvesting red grapes in September, this should only serve to bolster demand further.

But ultimately, there is a “right time” to consummate a deal. We can’t all wait until 
the day before harvest to sell grapes, even when the market is relatively strong. 
I’ve often heard it advised that growers should take the bird in hand when a “good” 
opportunity comes along. I don’t argue with that. But this is also shaping up to be a 
year where taking a risk may certainly pay off, particularly since the crop is looking 
light and we are initiating harvest in a much more balanced inventory position than 
in the last two years.
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Coastal Market Review
Chad Clark & Michael Haddox
This season, within the North Coast, has 
been full of many new beginnings or, in 
a sense, a time of reset. Our scenery has 
changed in many places throughout, with 
new buildings and homes, along with 
several mountainsides that were once full of 
large redwoods being cleared out to allow 
for new plantings and growth. We still 
have a way to go to be back to “normal” 
surroundings, but nonetheless, we are 
seemingly heading in the right direction. 

Grape sales have strengthened this year in 
many areas throughout the North Coast. 
Most all varieties have seen market activity. 
We are not completely sold out of grapes, 
but are getting close with several varieties, 
in many regions. Cabernet Sauvignon 
remains very active in Napa Valley and 
parts of Sonoma County. Chardonnay and 
Pinot Noir have been active in coastal 
regions of Sonoma County and throughout 
Napa Valley. Merlot, Petite Sirah and Syrah 
have been active in Napa Valley and parts 
of Sonoma, Lake and Mendocino counties. 
Sauvignon Blanc has seen substantial 
market activity in Mendocino, Lake, 
Sonoma, Napa and the North Coast region 
of Solano County. Alternative varieties, 

specifically farmed 
organically and/
or glyphosate free, 
continue to see lots 
of market activity in 

all areas.

Pricing 
for 
purchased 
fruit has 
been mostly 
sustainable 
and in some 
cases, actually 
profitable 
(imagine that!) on both 
existing, renegotiated and new 
agreements. 

Pricing has seemingly reset itself, in many cases, based on intended 
programs and farming costs. For growers, this is welcomed; for some 
buyers, it has been tough to make the commitment to buy, with market 
uncertainty still looming due to the pandemic and other distribution 
challenges.

Reluctantly, we must mention that many vineyards and blocks 
throughout the North Coast have stunted growth or shoots/canes that 
are less than 16 inches in length (see photo below). Many growers 
and industry professionals point to rain water deficiency, while others 
mention a combination of late (November 2020) and early (March 
2021) season frost events. Also of concern has been the unrelenting 
heat this growing season, and the general lack of water.

We have seen some combination of all the above mentioned, in all 
varieties and rootstocks, in most all areas. There is no question the 
weather has thrown some curve balls at us and apparently will continue 
to do so. 

The Central Coast, for the most part, is on track with a normal harvest 
start time, although some areas are predicting up to a week behind 
normal start. The crop is looking to be on the light side for the most 
part. That means we could possibly have a condensed season, and in 
speaking with our growers, the general consensus is that we expect to 
be at least 10 percent down on most varietals. But as we all know, it 
really depends on variety and location. 

The weather this year has been interesting to say the least. With the 
lack of rain and generally cooler weather early, we fully expected the 
season to start late. The Central Coast had a mixture of cool and windy 
weather as bloom and set were in full swing, so poor set and some 
shatter was common.

For the most part, Chardonnay clusters looked really nice, as did most 
whites, but Cabernet Sauvignon, in particular, has had smaller than 
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continued on next page

normal cluster size. However, cluster counts were a little higher than 
last year, so it will be interesting to see if that helps maintain crop size 
in those blocks. The big thing that stands out to most, is the temperature 
swings from week to week. One week we will be pushing 100 degrees, 

then the next we are down in the 70s.

Wildfires are once again happening, and it’s sad 
to say that nobody is surprised anymore when 
they happen close to harvest. Thankfully, on the 
Central Coast the impact has been negligible thus 
far, with just a few days of mildly poor air quality.

For the most part, the majority of Central 
Coast fruit is sold, at close to district 

average prices. In fact, a good portion is 
contracted at levels above where we 

have been in recent years. It hasn’t 
been uncommon for wineries 

to offer multi-year deals, as 
their confidence rebuilds 

in the market and the 
balance of supply and 

demand. 

It’s amazing how 
fast things rebounded and 
where we are now compared to 
this time last year. 

We fully expect the market to continue strengthening 
for the immediate future. The available supply is 
limited, so prices should stay relatively strong. The 
2021 harvest is looking to be of good quality in the 
Central Coast, and we are excited to get this vintage 
in the barn. The wine industry is as dynamic as ever 
and, with the newly expanded presence of Allied Grape 
Growers into the Central Coast, we can’t wait to see what the 
future holds!

Interior Regions Market Review
Jeff Bitter & Karl Lehman
For the interior regions, starting with Lodi in the North Valley, it 
presents quite the ride to go from a time when grapes hung on the vine 
unsold (2019) to having virtually every grape buyer willing to buy 
unsold grapes, of any kind (2021).

At this point, it’s apparent that there aren’t many grapes available 
for sale. Virtually all northern interior and Delta region vineyards 
are contracted, and many vineyards are under multi-year contracts. 
Accordingly, the prospect for available grapes in the immediate future 
is also low. On top of that, the crop looks average, at best, in the 
northern interior, and if there were to be any contract overages, it’s for 

certain the primary buyer would welcome 
the additional tonnage.

It is likely that growers will look back with 
some disappointment regarding their returns 
from the 2021 crop, due mostly to yields. 
But it’s also safe to say that pricing, even 
though improved, is still not at levels that 
the growing community would consider 
sustainable. With today’s costs, risks and 
challenges, it’s just not feasible to be farming 
for $4,000 or even $5,000 an acre in the 
northern interior.

While we have seen spot market pricing 
bounce back to levels above $500-600 per 
ton for northern interior grapes, it’s hard to 
be economically sustainable with less than 
10 tons per acre. The charge from the buying 
community is for growers to retool and 
develop vineyards that produce larger yields. 
But when all the costs are considered to do 
that, we regularly hear growers state that 
new planting contracts have to be offered in 

the $700-800 per ton minimum range to 
justify the investment.

Ironically, we’ve spent the last few 
years talking about the challenges on 
the demand side of the business, asking 
how do we grow demand to consume 
“all this” supply. But it seems, when 

this harvest is completed, focus may 
shift to the challenges apparent on 

the supply side of the business. 
How can we continue to 

supply a market considering 
all of the costs, risks 

and challenges, while 
receiving returns 

on our grapes 
that have not 

materially 
increased in 

over 20 years?

In the Central 
and Southern 

Valley, the story is much the same as in the 
North Valley. There have been significant 
increases in grape demand, as compared 
to previous years. Of note in this region 
however, is the strength of the generic white 

Market Review
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and floral sectors of the market. Demand for 
French Colombard, Chenin Blanc, Muscats 
and even Thompson Seedless has been 
exceptionally strong. Other whites have 
performed well too, including Pinot Grigio, 
Chardonnay and Sauvignon Blanc.

As the growing season progressed, the 
available supply of whites decreased 
and the price offerings increased 
commensurately. Once French Colombard 
and Chenin Blanc were sold out, buyers 
looked, sometimes reluctantly, to purchase 
Thompson Seedless. For the 2021 harvest, 
there have been thousands of tons of 
Thompson Seedless sold to what we would 
categorize as “non-traditional” buyers.

As we enter September, red grape harvest is 
just getting going in the Central Valley. At 
time of drafting this update, we have picked 
Zinfandel for blush programs (mostly near 
average production) and some Syrah, which 
seems to be on the light side. Winegrape 
packers/shippers have started boxing their 
early red fields, and we are well into what 
will be a very busy month of harvest. If the 
white grape crop has been any indication, 
we suspect the red grape crop will be no 
larger than average in size as well.

Pricing for all central and southern interior 
grapes has improved this year over last 
year. It’s probably a stretch to call 
pricing profitable or economically 
sustainable at this point, but we are 
certainly closer to that than we were 
two years ago. The prospects for a 
balanced market in the short term 
are good. With this year’s reasonably 
sized crop and the balance we see 
in the market from a supply-demand 
perspective, we have no reason to believe 
the market won’t hold going into next 
season.

We still continue to watch the demand 
side of the equation, but for now we 
have achieved relative balance through 
supply reduction (i.e., smaller crops). 
Unfortunately, shrinking ourselves into 
balance with light crops isn’t a long-term 
answer. The wine industry still has the task 
at hand of increasing consumer demand.

Raisin Varieties Review:

Because of the increased demand for Thompson Seedless this year, 
it’s worth expanding on this issue a bit. Within Allied Grape Growers, 
we have nearly tripled the amount of Thompson Seedless tonnage 
marketed, just from last year, due to demand. There’s little doubt we 
will see a raisin variety crush of over 100,000 tons statewide this 
year for the first time since 2014. This increased demand however, is 
coming mostly out of the wine and brandy sectors, as opposed to the 
concentrate portion of the business.

Thompson Seedless pricing increased throughout the growing season, 
starting in the winter at levels around $265-275 per ton, with more 
recent sales landing near $300 per ton. Many “out-of-area” buyers 
have paid upwards of $350 per ton in order to have the grapes 
delivered to other regions. But we suspect the overall average will still 
land somewhere shy of $300 per ton, when it’s all tallied in the state 
crush report.

The raisin industry on the other hand, still struggles to increase 
sales and demand to retain longer-term supply. Thompson Seedless 
growers continue to remove vineyards each off-season in the wake of a 
continuing failure of the California raisin industry to increase demand 
and sales. For decades, demand was normally 300,000 to 400,000 
raisin tons per year. Approximately a third of the market has been lost 
over the last few years, most likely not to return, as California is no 
longer the world’s leading raisin producer.

The market for golden raisins (those produced by dehydrators from 
green-harvested grapes) is weak as well. The dehydrators have been 
challenged to offer pricing attractive enough to obtain supply from 

those growers that otherwise can pick by machine and sell to 
a winery for crush. Dehydrator pricing has been $210-

240 per ton on-the-vine. In the end, the demand from 
the crush side should help the raisin industry from a 
supply standpoint.

Market Review
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Over the last two decades, through the requirements of Senate Bill 705 
(2003, Florez) and amendments to District Rule 4103 (Open Burning), 
the San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District (SJVAPCD) has 
implemented open burning prohibitions for 90 percent of the crops 
identified in SB 705. In a 2020 report, adopted by the SJVAPCD, 
a final framework was established for the phase-out of agricultural 
managed burning. Subsequently, the California Air Resources 
Board (CARB) staff published their recommendations regarding the 
SJVAPCD’s 2020 Report, and on February 25, 2021, CARB approved 
their staff’s recommendations.

This CARB action included a timeline for the near-complete phase-
out of open burning for the majority of remaining crop categories 
by January 1, 2025 (with some exceptions, such as diseased crops). 
In accordance with CARB’s concurrence action, the SJVAPCD 
developed a “Supplemental Report and Recommendations on 
Agricultural Burning.” Working with stakeholders and CARB, the 
SJVAPCD established a phase-out schedule by crop type, with large 
operations being prohibited from agricultural burning beginning as 
early as 2022.

Smaller operations have been granted additional time to adapt to 
the new requirements, prior to the near-complete ban of agricultural 
burning being required for all operations in 2025. The supplemental 
report also addressed other key points in CARB’s resolution and 
recommendations, including holding a summit on non-burning 
alternatives, developing outreach materials, pursuing a clean biomass 
collaborative, and pursuing additional incentive funding from state and 
federal sources.

Through significant advocacy from the SJVAPCD and agricultural 
stakeholders, such as Allied Grape Growers and the California 
Association of Winegrape Growers, California’s 2021-22 enacted 
budget includes $180,000,000 in funding for alternatives to open 
agricultural burning in the San Joaquin Valley. This funding will 
assist in developing new alternatives, increasing fleet capacities (i.e., 
chippers, shredders, etc.), and offsetting the significant incremental 
cost of implementing new alternatives to open burning - including 
increased labor costs for vineyard dismantling.

Phase-out Schedule: Vineyard Removal

Specifically, the authorized “alternative” 
to open burning of vineyard removals 
is the chipping/shredding of vines. The 
requirement to dispose of vineyard removals 
via these methods comes with considerable 
additional cost to the grower, as it is 
necessary to entirely dismantle the vineyard 
infrastructure by hand, prior to in-row 
shredding or digging and piling the vines 
for chipping. All stakes, wire, drip hose, 
etc. have to be removed, as those materials 
cannot be processed through a chipper/
shredder.

In addition, the reality that wire is 
embedded in cordon-trained vines requires 
that the cordon wire be cut every three 
feet so that it can be processed through the 
chipper/shredder within the wood. Machines 
are now able to remove the wire from the 
wood, after chipping, by using a magnet 
positioned on the discharge chute. These 
machines are very costly to purchase and 
operate, but a majority of the purchase 
cost will be underwritten via a portion of 
the $180,000,000 in state funds referenced 
above.

Ultimately, the cost of removing a vineyard 
is going to go up significantly without 
the ability to burn vines, and the funding 
available to help transition growers is only 
earmarked for three years at this point. 
Your ag associations will be working hard 
to secure more funding in the future as we 
navigate through this transition away from 
ag burning in the San Joaquin Valley.

San Joaquin Valley agricultural burning, including vineyard removals, to be prohibited by 2025… .
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Smoke Rejections 
Report Released

Allied Grape Growers and the California 
Association of Winegrape Growers 
recently partnered to commission a report 
written by Sacramento law firm, Downey 
Brand, LLP.  

The report was entitled “A Legal 
Analysis: 2020 Winegrape Rejections.” 
It was released in July as an educational 
piece for winegrape growers statewide.

The report highlighted economic harm 
suffered by California winegrape growers 
in 2020, due to the rejection of hundreds 
of thousands of tons of grapes statewide.  
Additionally, the report exposed 
particularly egregious grape rejection 
behavior, but also included suggestions 
for avoiding contractual conflict in the 
midst of smoke exposure events.

Ultimately, the goal in producing the 
report was to spur discussions between 
grape buyers and sellers regarding fair 
and equitable solutions before smoke 
exposure happens. The elimination of 
extreme behavior on both sides of the 
fence is the desired 
outcome.  

The entire 
report can be 
found at:
http://www.
alliedgrapegrowers.
org/newsletter.php.

By all accounts, retail wine shipments continue to struggle for 
growth.  No matter which industry analyst one follows, they are all 
saying the same thing. Wine shipments are flat, at best, amidst the 
pandemic. Grape growers have been somewhat insulated from the 
lackluster wine market because of the short 2020 crush. The reality 
is that the grape market is balanced because of lower supply and a 
seemingly light 2021 crop, not because of increased demand.

According to SipSource, all depletions (on- and off-premise) were 
down 5 percent through June (12-month rolling) for table wine. 
For all wine, the decrease for the time period was 2.9 percent. 
Meanwhile, spirits were up 8 percent. In the most recent Wine & 
Vines Analytics Report, off-premise case volumes were shown to 
have fallen 12 percent versus a year ago, to 8.9 million cases in 
the four weeks ended July 17. The same report showed direct-to-
consumer (DTC) volume to be on par with that from a year ago, 
but unfortunately, not growing.

The silver lining in all this is that retail sales (value) seem to be 
inching up amongst the volume challenges. Wine industry analyst 
Danny Brager reports that versus two years ago, off premise sales 
through July were still up on dollars, but barely up on volume.  
According to Wine & Vines Analytics, domestic wine sales 
(including bulk imports) increased 6 percent versus last year, to 

$50.6 billion in the 12 months ended July 
2021. Sales in July alone came to $4.2 
billion, and the average bottle price for 
seven major categories/varieties continues 
to increase year-on-year, mostly at or 
above $10 per bottle.

The challenge continues to be appealing 
to “tomorrow’s” consumer.  With spirits 
and seltzers currently grabbing young 
consumers’ attention, the wine industry 
needs a mechanism to appeal to these 
consumers over time. And the sooner, 
the better, since we can’t rely on 
perpetual short crops to retain market 
balance.

Wine Shipments Flat Overall
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Allied Grape Growers (AGG) is a 500-member grower-owned 
winegrape marketing association. We exist for the purpose of 
effectively selling our members’ winegrapes to grape buyers of all 
kinds throughout California. AGG is the leader in understanding 
supply-side dynamics in the California winegrape sector and uses 
that expertise to maximize results for its member-growers as well 
as to work with our buyers to properly plan for their growing supply 
needs. AGG has been in existence since 1951, with decades of 
proven leadership and value in the California wine industry. 

Written for the growers and customers of 
Allied Grape Growers
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